Social psychology researchers have, traditionally, focused on the construct of thinking rather than on feeling. Since the beginning of the 21st century, social science researchers have, however, increasingly explored the effects of affect. Their work has repeatedly recognized that affects play a crucial role in determining people's behavior. In this short paper, we argue that software engineering studies on affect would benefit from using more of the knowledge that social science researchers have acquired. Without accounting for their findings, we risk re-inventing the wheel. Also, without a profound understanding of the complex interplay between social context and affect, we risk creating overly simplistic solutions that might have considerable long-term adverse effects for software engineers.
I. WHY AFFECT IS ESSENTIAL TO HUMAN LIFE
Affect plays a crucial role in the way people think and act in strategic social situations. It significantly influences the way people interact, formulate, and respond to interpersonal requests, plan and execute bargaining and negotiation strategies, and produce and use persuasive messages [1] . A study on brain-damaged patients who lost their affective reactions, but retained their cognitive abilities, showed that such individuals make poor social decisions adversely influencing their social relationships [2] . This indicates that humans are dependent on showing affect to navigate through social life, and social life is key to our survival.
Moreover, according to the prominent cognitive psychologist Pinker [3] , homo sapiens have been evolutionary successfully because of their ability to cooperate, interact, and influence others, which have helped us to survive and even prosper. Researchers have, also, shown that other primates are dependent on affect to navigate through social life using long-term emotional bookkeeping of reciprocal benefits [4] . Like other primates, humans have been shown to be affected by moods in expressing altruistic and helping behavior [5] . Humans social life is more complex than other primates due to their more advanced cognitive abilities and higher intelligence. In the modern world, humans life has changed. They have more interactions with strangers and superficially known others. Such interactions, which often are open and elaborate, have been shown to be more prone to affective influence [1] .
II. CONNECTING AFFECT RESEARCH IN PSYCHOLOGY TO

THAT OF SOFTWARE ENGINEERING
Traditionally, social psychology research and, specifically, social cognition studies have focused on the construct of thinking rather than feeling [6] . An example of the latter is the study by Fiske, Cuddy, and Glick [7] in which they suggested that the two traits, warmth and competence, govern social judgments of individuals and groups, and that these judgments shape people's emotions and behaviors.
Since the beginning of the 21st century, researchers have increasingly started to focus on the effects of affect. The distinctions between different types of feelings (i.e. affect, emotions, and mood) are unclear though. Moods are commonly defined as more free-floating general feelings such as happy/ sad, whereas emotions can often be attributed to some external cause [8] . What is clear, however, is that feelings influence, and are influenced by, social cognition [6] . Emotional responses to simple primary reactions of, for example, good/bad or harmless/dangerous are blindingly quick and occur in part of the brain called the amygdala [9] . The amygdala is part of the "old brain," which developed early in our evolutionary history and is linked to autonomic system-related emotional reactions essential to our survival [8] .
Moreover, Lerner and Dacher [10] argue that valence, which is defined as the degree of attraction or aversion towards an object or event and often operationalized as good/bad mood, is a too simplistic division of the effect of emotions on judgment and choice. According to valence-based approaches, all negative emotions (e.g. fear or anger) will have the same effect on decisions. Still, Lerner and Dacher [10] show that these two emotions have the opposite effect on risk assessments. Their work is based on the findings of Smith and Ellsworth [11] , who defined six cognitive dimensions that aggregate patterns of appraisal underlying different emotions: certainty, pleasantness, attentional activity, control, anticipated effort, and responsibility. Appraisal is defined as the act of estimating or judging the value or nature of something or someone, and the appraisal tendencies are "goal-directed processes through which emotions exert effects on judgment and choice until the emotion-eliciting problem is resolved." By this definition, it is unclear what triggered the emotions, but the fact that they have a higher resolution than moods in their definitions implies that they are emotions and not moods. The distinction made between anger and sadness is that: "anger arises from appraisals of individual control of negative events whereas sadness arises from appraisals of situational control of negative events." [10] . Lerner and Dacher [10] conclude that negative emotions are likely to influence a variety of judgments in many different ways.
To summarize the distinction, moods are binary whereas emotions offer a higher resolution in their effects on behavior and are more subtle and long-lived which gives the possibility to investigate human life with more significant parts of affect influence [1] . Emotions tend to disappear after the emotioneliciting problem is resolved [10] . People have, however, been shown to switch between moods, which makes that construct more volatile than was initially thought [1] . The studies that have been published at the SEmotion workshop since its beginning in 2016 have been diverse in terms of research topics, as one could predict for such a young field of research. Roughly 30 papers have been accepted these years, most of which are based on the assumption that there is a positive link between positive emotions and productivity. For example, Graziotin et al. [12] shown that the unhappiness of developers negatively impacts productivity and performance. However, these results are somewhat contradicting studies in social psychology where a sad mood could sometimes be advantageous, e.g. [13] , which then needs further investigation in the software engineering context to understand if and how it is different.
Moreover, many included papers have focused on the emotional content of comments and text in open source projects, such as GitHub, and tools for extracting emotion from such text have been analyzed [14] . Related to the same topic, Marshall et al. [15] found that individuals with less emotive posts performed better than those that emoted more and that less affective individuals were evaluated more positively by their peers. Werder [16] showed that the team emotional display decrease over time in open source projects. Destefanis et al. [17] provided empirical evidence that commenters are less polite, less positive and in general, they express a lower level of emotions in their comments than users. We, however, note that several researchers have questioned the usefulness of such analysis tools since these have low agreement with humans' ratings [18] - [20] .
Several studies have been related to how to create emotional awareness and identified monitoring mechanism for affect [21] - [25] . This information could, for example, be used to reduce the risk of ending up in an undesirable emotional state, such as stress [26] .
Although we, by and large, appreciate such research efforts, we argue that the findings, if interpreted freely by practitioners, could have adverse effects on the psychosocial working environment. We see two potential risks that need to be addressed. Firstly, measuring and influencing emotions should not be considered an alternative to finding the root cause of problems. Clearly, the emotional state of human beings are highly complex, and researchers should be careful suggesting simplistic solutions to complex problems. Such attempts risk doing more harm than good. The study by Zhao et al. [27] , in which they proposed to use playful drawing to elevate positive emotion, is an example of research that could be misinterpreted. Secondly, we question that it is desirable to strive for a working environment where positive emotions are the only acceptable state. Introducing an organizational culture in which negative emotions are considered unacceptable could put an unnecessary burden on employees forcing them to hide their true feelings. In such culture of silence, constructive debates and conflicts, needed to improve organizational processes, may be suppressed.
We argue that these two concerns, in general, should be more thoroughly discussed in the research papers and at workshops and conferences.
The division between emotions and moods in social psychological research implies a corresponding set of research questions. The emotion-specific influences are useful when investigating the effects of all basic emotions or core affects (see [8] ), which would then have to be pinpointed to the causes of the emotions. Mood research, on the contrary, offers an awareness of more subtle effects to which more general interventions of increasing happiness can be introduced.
The research on emotions in software engineering has thus far focused on individual emotions without accounting for context, and has, therefore, committed the same initial journey as social psychology. However, we must not re-invent the wheel, but can instead learn from in what ways social psychology has proceeded in its research. It is not sufficient to state that emotions influence behaviors and look for general actions to change the mood; instead, we argue that the root causes need to be treated instead of the symptoms.
Before context was accounted for in social psychology research, two preceding affect theories were the affect-asinformation approach and the affect priming theory. For situations where no elaborate processing strategy is needed, one heuristic known to be used is to try to find information in a feeling towards an object. People mistakenly think that a feeling is a reaction to the target, which might as well not be the case, i.e. for a quick assessment people ask themselves how they feel in relation to the object. In contrast, the affect priming theory explains situations of more elaborate processing by assuming that affect is "an integral aspect of cognitive representations about the social world" [1] . Since these theories have produced somewhat inconsistent results, Forgas [1] instead presumes that the social influences depend on which information-processing strategies people choose in context. We will now explain how context is accounted for in the Affect Infusion Model (AIM).
Forgas [1] argues that context had been largely ignored before his article in 2002 and that behavioral psychologists have, therefore, contributed very little to the understanding of affective influence. He suggests the Affect Infusion Model (AIM) that attempts to explain why affect-congruence, affectincongruence, or no effect at all are found in relation to affective influences of interpersonal behavior. Through the AIM, Forgas [1] explains the previous findings in two distinctly different dimensions, i.e. the processing strategy is determined by the degree of effort needed and the degree of openness and constructiveness. With two alternatives on each dimension, we obtain the four different processing strategies: direct access processing (low effort, closed and not constructive), motivated processing (high effort, closed and not constructive), heuristic processing (low effort, open and constructive), and substantive processing (high effort, open and constructive). See Figure 1 for details about the four different strategies for social judgment [28] . The AIM describes the features of the target, the features of the judge (the person making the decision), and the situational features of the surrounding environment. The AIM then describes the four different strategies that can be selected. According to the model, affect is the most likely an influence when an open and constructive strategy is chosen, which means that a substantive processing style should lead to Fig. 1 . The AIM predicts that direct access and motivated processing are little influenced by mood, whereas heuristic and substantive processing are highly influenced by mood in judgments [28] .
high affect infusion. This is an interesting proposal that also has gained empirical evidence [1] and moves focus from the previously assumed effort dimension to the openness and constructiveness dimension when understanding affect infusion. Therefore, more complex, demanding, and novel tasks, which are of high effort but with an open-ended information search, are then prone to affect infusion [28] . The reason why Figure 1 includes question marks is that the model was developed before the different predictions had been tested empirically.
We argue that modern software development teams are in such contexts, i.e. most people involved in decision-making in the software engineering context need to apply substantive or heuristic reasoning because they often need to be creative. Therefore, research on affect in software engineering could make use of the AIM in future research in order to navigate through different affective responses, but, and perhaps more importantly, to add the contextual features of the target, the judge, and the situation.
In addition, affect itself can influence which processing strategies that are chosen, which is not depicted in Figure 1 . Positive affect has been shown to generate a more top-down and heuristic processing [29] while a sad mood has been shown to trigger a more bottom-up and vigilant processing [13] . A sad mood has even been shown to reduce the fundamental attribution error (i.e. the tendency to attribute another person's behavior more to internal than to situational causes) [30] .
An interesting and somewhat counter-intuitive finding is that happy people prefer more direct and impolite requests [31] . This result confirms the tendency to use a more heuristic processing style when in a happy mood. Because of these same mechanisms, some studies have also shown that a happy mood can lead to the selection of more cooperative strategies in negotiation [32] , which is, of course, often an advantage. Here we see great potential for research in requirements engineering. In the more general organizational context, Sinclair [33] showed that depressed people form more accurate appraisals that are less subjected to primacy effects, which are order-of-presentation effects where earlier presented information has a disproportionate influence on social cognition (sometimes also known as halo/horns effects).
None of these dimensions and findings have, however, been used or replicated in software engineering. We argue that using models that include context is a necessity for reaching practical significance in research on affect in software engineering.
To summarize the research on affect in social psychology, a positive mood may help humans overcome defensiveness and better deal with threatening situations [32] . In addition, people shift between moods and people in a negative mood become spontaneously more positive over time, which implies that moods are highly dynamic [34] . Again, none of these dimensions or perspectives have been included in any research on affect in software engineering.
III. CONCLUSION
Drawing on findings from social psychology research on emotions, we argue that controlling software engineers' moods might have considerable long-term adverse effects for employees. Social dynamics are seldom accounted for in software engineering affect research, which introduced a high risk of developing interventions of the symptoms of being unhappy instead of the root cause. Previous research show that the social context is essential for understanding affect [1] and that humans are affected by mood in expressing altruistic and helping behavior [2] .
Social psychologists have developed questionnaires that include context and social relationships, which can directly be used in software engineering research. One example of such a questionnaire is the mapping of social identity through a collective self-esteem evaluation (using the scale proposed by Luhtanen and Crocker [35] ). If we want to increase the productivity in software development organization, we might succeed better if we conduct interventions to increase the collective self-esteem instead of trying to directly change their mood.
